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RESUME

Dans cette communication une generalisation de la fo1mule de Laguerre est definie.
Appliquant cette fo11nule on obtient un processus de convergence localement cubique,
quelle que soit la multiplicite des zeros. Quelques experiences numeriques de calcul des
valeurs propres (complexes) de matrices reelles montrent que, pour des matrices ayant des
valeurs propres multiples, la fo11nule est preferable a la fo11r1ule classique de Laguerre.
SUMMARY

This paper deals with a generalisation of Laguerre's fo1mula for finding zeros of
polynomials.
Applying this for111ula iteratively one obtains a (locally) cubically convergent process,
irrespective the multiplicity of the zeros. Some numerical experiments with an ALGOL 60
program for finding the (complex) eigenvalues of real matrices show that, for matrices
with multiple eigenvalues, the fo1r11ula is preferable above the classical Laguerre fo1n1ula.
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*
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1. INTRODUCTION

The fo11nula of Laguerre (see (2.4) below) is very useful for finding the
zeros of analytic functions, especially polynomials.
Suppose we are given an analytic function f.
Let z be a complex number in a certain neighbourhood of a zero r off.
Replacing successively z by L(z) (cf. 2.4), we obtain a series converging tor,
if the initial value z is sufficiently close to r. The order of convergence
depends on the choice of the two para1neters p and q. In particular we get
cubic convergence if p is equal to the multiplicity of rand q is a positive
constant.
In practice, however, we do not know the multiplicity in advance.
B. Parlett [2] assumes in his procedure for calculating the complex eigen189

values of a real matrix that the multiplicity of the eigenvalues is either one
or two, the latter in the case that convergence is slow. The purpose of this
paper is to show how in each step of the iteration the multiplicity may be
estimated by means of a Newton for1nula. If this estimate is used as the
value of p in Laguerre's f 01·1nula, we obtain cubic convergence for multiple
zeros also. The author has done some numerical experiments with this formula and has the impression that the method is favourable if many zeros
are multiple or in clusters.
In sections 2, 3 and 4, some f01111ulas are derived and some theorems
about the order of convergence are proved. It is assumed that the given
function f is analytic in a neighbourhood of a zero r of f, so that it makes
sense to speak about the multiplicity of that zero and about Taylor expansion. As to convergence, only the local convergence, i.e. convergence in a
sufficiently small neighbourhood of r is considered (although Laguerre's
formula, in fact, is attractive especially because of its good global convergence property).
Section 5 discusses the choice of the two parameters, p and q, in
Laguerre's fo1·mula and section 6 gives some practical upper bounds for
the error in the case that the function is a polynomial.
Section 7 describes some features and results of an ALGOL 60 program
for calculating the eigenvalues of a real matrix.
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2. THE FORMULA OF LAGUERRE
To derive Laguerre's for1nula, we start from the interpolating function :

=

2.1

c(z - a)P (z

and choose, for given p and q, the parameters a, b and c such that the values of f>fc and its first and second derivative are equal to those of the given
function f. Let :

2.2

=

f'(z)/f(z) ,

s2

=
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- r '(z)/f(z)
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We then find :
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Let the zero a of f* be denoted by L(z).
Putting s0
formula :
2.4

=

p

+

L(z)

q and eliminating b, we then obtain Laguerre's

z

(cf. [ 4] and [I] formula (7)).

Here in, we choose the sign of the square root such that the absolute
value of L(z) - z is minimal.
We then have

2.5. Theorem.

The series z,L(z), L(L(z)), .... converges cubically in a neighbourhood
of a zero r of f having multiplicity m, if p and q satisfy

2.5.1

p

=

m

+

O(z

q

>

constant

>

0 .

Proof- For convenience, we carry out a translation such that the root r
coincides with the origin. Then s 1
value and s 2

=

(m

+

2

O(z

=

m
z

+

a, where o

m

+

tends to a finite

2

) )/z .

The condition on p now reads p

O(z

2

)

and we have :

(q/m) (s 0 m - m2

q(q So we find for the Laguerre iterate ( we have to take the
and q are both positive) :
L(z)

=

z - s 0 z/(m
z - soz/(s 0

+
+

az ± (q -

O(z

2

))

az)
3
O(z )

+

+

sign, since m

2
O(z ))

.

If the sign of the square root is chosen the other way, the same theorem
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t

holds but for the condition on q which has to be replaced by ''q
< O''.
If, however, the condition on p is replaced by p
the convergence is only quadratic.

m

<

constant

+

O(z

r)

3. THE FORMULA OF NEWTON

Let :
3.1

in which a and c are chosen such that
and derivative at z. Then we have :

=

3.2

f(z)/f(z)

=

r

and f have equal function value

a) .

p/(z

Denoting the zero a of f>IC by N(z) we obtain Newton's forn1ula :

3.3

N(z)

z - p/s1 .

3.4. Theorem.
The series z, N(z), N(N(z)),... converges quadratically in a neighbourhood of an m-fold zero r of f if p = m + O(z - r). Moreover, if the
Taylor series of f is :

and p satisfies :

3.4.2

p

m

am+l

+ - - (z
am

- r)

+

O(z - r)

2

,

then the convergence is cu hie.

Proof- We again shift r to the origin. Then we have :
f(z)/f(z)

=

z
m

1
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Let p

m

+

µz

N(z)

=

+

O(z

z -

2

),

z

then :
1

+

1

µ-

m

z2
3
-+O(z ) .
m

-µ

so the convergence is cubic, ifµ

z

~+l

= - - , and otherwise quadratic.

4. FORMULA FOR THE MULTIPLICITY

We again start from the interpolating function (3.1), but we now
choose the parar11eters a, c and p such that the values of f* and its first
and second derivative are equal to those of f. Then :

=

4.1

=

p/(z - a) '

p/(z - a)2.

Denoting the zero a of f'1< by M(z) we have for p and M(z) ( cf. [ 4 ]) :

=

4.2

p

4.3

M(z)

=

z-

z -

This is, in fact, the ordinary Newton for1nula N(z) with p
tion f(z)/f'(z).

1 for the func-

4.4. Theorem.
The series z, M(z), M(M(z)), .... converges quadratically in a neighbourhood of a zero r of f and the values p converge linearly to the multiplicity of r.

Proof- Let f have the Taylor expansion (3.4.1 ). The it easilly follows
that :
4.4.1
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Thus, p converges linearly to m and, according to theorem (3.4 ), the
convergence of the iteration M is quadratic.

5. CHOICE OF p AND q IN LAGUERRE'S FORMULA

We may choose p according to (4.2) and use this value in Laguerre's
fo11nula (2.4 ). Since condition (2.5.1) is not satisfied (cf. 4.4.1 ), we
obtain not cubic, but only quadratic, convergence. In fact, the for1nula
thus obtained is equivalent to Newton's formula (4.3) provided the
sign of the square root in (2.4) is suitably chosen. (If z is sufficiently
near the limit, this choice coincides with the choice mentioned at (2.4)).
In order to obtain a cubically convergent process, we must therefore
use a better estimate for the multiplicity. As the multiplicity is an integer,
we may simply choose p as the integer which is nearest to Si/s 2 • If we
are sufficiently near the limit, this yields the correct value and we get
cubic convergence.
If, on the other hand, we are not near the limit, it may very well
happen that this value for p is useless, either because it is negative or 0
(which happens often if f has non-real zeros) or because, in the case that f
is a polynomial, it exceeds the degree. In these cases, the most obvious
choices for p seem to be p = I or p = degree, respectively. In this way,
we may obtain a negative argument for the square root and thus a real
start leads in a natural way to non-real iterates. Of course, then sf/ s2
will become non-real also, in which case we simply disregard its imaginary
part for the deter1nination of p.
As to the choice of q, reasonable values seem p and 00 or, in case of
polynomials, degree-p. In the latter case we should avoid the situation
p = degree, q = 0, since this fo1mula would not converge cubically ;
so it is better to take p ~ degree - 1 and thus q ~ 1.
Summarizing, we obtain the following choices for p and q :

5. 1

if f is not a polynomial :
p
q

5 .2

=

the positive integer nearest to
00

or q

si/ s2 ,

p ;

if f is a polynomial of degree n
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2 :

the positive integer smaller than n nearest to s i/ s 2

p

=

q

= n -

p or q

= min(n -

,

p,p).

6. UPPER BOUNDS FOR THE ERROR OF ZEROS OF POLYNOMIALS

If the given function f is a polynomial of degree n, we have the
following upper bounds for the error z - r, where r is the nearest zero
off.
a) expressed in the Newton step llz

= N(z) - z with p =

lz -

6.1

nl.6zl ;

b) expressed in the Laguerre step .6z

<

satisfies 1

~

p

6.2

q

= n -

6.3

q

=

6.4

q= p

1 (cf. 3.3) :

=

L(z) - z (cf. 2.4), where p

n :
p

CiO

-->~ lz - rl

>

lz - rl

>

lz -

~

~

rl

~

(1

+

2(n -

I ))l~zl ,

n lllzl ,
n l.6zl .

We prove only (6.2).

lz - rl

- si)I lz - rl

<I+

2(n -

l))l~zl.

These upper bounds are certainly not all best possible.
In practice, however, they are good enough, especially ( 6. 2 & 3 ).
So the criterion ''l.6zl smaller than a desired tolerance'' seems to be a
good acceptance test for zeros of polynomials. If z is near the limit, we
have lz - rl ~ l~z I and otherwise the error is at worst only a modest
factor times l~zl.

It should be borne in mind, however, that no rounding errors are
considered here. Cancellation of figures may cause a much smaller 1.8zl
and thus a far too optimistic error estimate. This may especially happen
near already accepted, and removed, zeros.
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Therefore, it is important to avoid circles around the accepted zeros
during the iteration. This difficulty around the already accepted zeros is,
in fact, the most serious drawback of any nondeflating method.

7. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

The author did some experiments with an ALGOL 60 program for
calculating the eigenvalues of a real matrix. Many ideas for this program
have been taken from [2]. The main features of the program are :
a) The matrix is first transfor·rr1ed to Hessenberg fo1·m by means
of Householder's transfo11nation (see [5] and [7] p. 347).
b) For calculating f, f and f' Hyman's method is used (see [ 6] p. 327
and [7] p. 426).
c) The iteration for1r1ula used is Laguerre's for11-1ula (2.4), where p and
q are chosen according to (5.2).
d) The iteration is continued until either l~zl < norrr1 X eps, where
eps is a given parameter and no1·rr1 is the infinity norm of the matrix, or the
number of iterations exceeds a given number.
Here, for the number of iterations, the program allows a higher maximum in case of convergence, i.e. in case l~zl is decreasing, then otherwise.
(This strategy is inspired by J .W. Garwick's procedure ''converge'' [3] and an
unpublished procedure for iteration control by R.J. De Vogelaere).
e) Iterates outside the circle around the origin with radius the infinity
norrr1 of the matrix are rejected and replaced by a suitable number on the
edge of the circle. (This often saves an iteration from divergence).
f) Accepted zeros ri are removed by subtracting ~(z -

ri)-k from sk

(k = 1, 2). Moreover circles around these zeros with radius norm times a
given parameter, eta, are avoided during the iteration, as long as l~zl is
greater than 4 times this radius.
g) After accepting a zero (in fact either a real zero or a pair of complex
conjugates), the program calculates a start for the next iteration by means of
a Newton step (cf. Parlett [2] p. 473). The first start is L(c,o) with p = 1,
or in an earlier version, L(O).
h) After accepting a non-real zero, the program accepts its complex
conjugate without any checking.
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The problem here is how to define non-reality. On the one hand, one
has to prevent an accepted conjugate pair from causing a too-high multiplicity in a cluster of zeros, and on the other hand, one wants to deliver
complex conjugates pair-wise. In this program the non-reality criterion is
''llm(z)I > no11~,1 X eta''.
i) In an earlier version the final value of each iteration was accepted
as a p-tuple zero, where p is the last value used in Laguerre's fo11nula.
This, however. yields difficulties, beca11se, especially in the last step,
cancellation of figures may cause a useless value of s;/s 2 and thus yield
a wrong multiplicity. If this multiplicity turns out too high, it ruins the
whole subsequent calculation. A more fundamental objection is the following. Because of the cubic convergence one may use a rather modest
tolerance and expect a much higher precision for the last iterate. Thus
one may accept the zero as a cluster of multiplicity p in the prescribed
tolerance, but not in the higher precision expected. The newer version
accepts each zero as a single one. In case of a multiple zero r the Newton
step (cf. (g)) usually vanishes and thus the next iterate starts outside
a circle around r with radius not'ITI X eta (cf. (f)). In case r is multiple, the
next iteration will again converge to r (this may be considered a numerical
definition of multiple zeros).
The program was run on the Electrologica computers Xl and X8 by
means of the ALGOL 60 systems of the Mathematical Centre, Amsterdam,
the XI-system written by Dijkstra and Zonneveld and the XS-system by
Kruse man Aretz. The author tried the following three versions of the
program : the choice q = n - p, the choice q = min(n - p,p) (see 5.2)
and the classical Laguerre fo11nula, i.e. formula (2.4) with p
I and
q = n - 1 (cf. [I] fo11nula (7)). The test matrices used were, among
others, Rosser's matrix of order 8, Frank's matrix of order 12, Eberlein's
matrices of order 16 and 5 (see [2] and [8]), and 5 tenth order matrices
( with linear elementary divisors) in Frobenius canonical form.
The experiments show that the choices q = n - p and q = min(n - p,p)
yield no significant difference in the reached precision and the required
number of iterations. On the other hand these two versions required much
less iteratio11~ for obtaining the same or higher rrecision for matrices having
multiple eigenvalues, while the classical Laguerre formula was favourable for
matrices having well-separated eigenvalues.
q

The text of the program together with some results of the version
n - p have been published in (9).
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NOTE SUR DES BORNES POUR LES PLUS GRANDS ZEROS
DE POLYNOMES PAR T.J. DEKKER

Les valeurs absolues des zeros d'un polynome f de la fo1·me :
•

sont inferieures

OU

egales

a pv'
V

OU :

=

max lakl t/k

et p est la seule racine positive de l' equation :
... -

(v. [ 4] p. 19 et [ 5 ]).
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p -

1

=

0

Ceci resulte d'un Theoreme de Cauchy :
Les valeurs absolues des zeros de f sont inferieures ou egales
racine positive~ de !'equation :

a la seule

=O

• • •

(v. [ 1] Appendix 3 ).
De l'autre cote la plus grande valeur absolue lrlmax des zeros def satis-

fait

a:

lrlmax ~ (2 t/n

-

M. Specht ([ 4] p. 18) attribue ce resultat
derive seulement du resultat suivant lie :

a ~ lrlmax ~ cx/(2

1) ~.

a M.
1

Birkhoff [2], qui cependant

/n

I) '

' :
OU
1/k

max

k= 1,.•• ,n

,

remarquant que la borne inferieure a est deja donnee en ([3] p. 20).
Le nombre p est inferieur, et pour n ► I presque egal, a deux ; le nombre a::
satisfait a ex ~ v/n. Alors en pratique on peut bien utiliser la relation
simple :
v/n

~

lrlmax

~

2v ,

qui montre que la borne superieure 2v n'est pas tres pessimiste. 11 ne semble
pas facile de trouver de tell es born es assez voisines pour la plus grande valeur
absolue des valeurs propres d'une matrice, ni pour le cas special d'une matrice presque triangulaire.
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